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Abstract

The first conception outside of the human body that led to the birth of Louise Brown was a tremendous accomplishment, which opened the door to the utilization of assisted reproductive techniques globally. This brought the understanding that accomplishing life in a dish required several steps, the most obvious being the timing and characteristics of fertilization. It soon became obvious in the 1980s that the most disappointing phenomenon was unexpected and complete fertilization failure. Among the approaches that were attempted to treat male factor infertility, ICSI surfaced as the technique that brought the ratio of the gametes to 1:1 and was also able to grant consistent fertilization and a higher pregnancy rate. ICSI has now been implemented for a quarter of a century, proving itself as the ultimate technique utilizing ejaculated spermatozoa independent of the semen parameters and is the sole insemination method to be used with surgically retrieved spermatozoa. There are currently various indications for ICSI that are widely adopted, rendering it the most popular insemination method worldwide. The reliability of ICSI ensures its employment in upcoming techniques involving in vitro spermatogenesis and neogametogenesis.
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The circumstances

Without a doubt, everything started with the brave work of Bob Edwards and Patrick Steptoe (Steptoe & Edwards 1978) whose work was crowned by the birth of Louise Brown. There is not a specific moment in time when it was made apparent that the development of advanced reproductive technologies (ART) became needed by society, but it is clear that the 1970s carried with them the need to treat tubal factor infertility.

The first conception outside of the human body was a tremendous accomplishment, which opened the door to the utilization of reproductive techniques worldwide, leading to the first IVF birth in Australia (Lopata et al. 1980) followed closely by the first IVF birth in the United States (Jones et al. 1984). The major discovery of this pioneering work was the revelation that the process of accomplishing life in a dish required several steps, the most obvious of which were the timing and characteristics of fertilization. In the 1980s, the focus shifted toward the need to broaden the indications for treatment by ART. Indeed, the major achievements of in vitro technologies brought about the focus on the actual origins of the conceptus, the gametes.

While the male reproductive cells were initially taken for granted as a constant, consistent and copious supply, this soon changed when the inability to achieve fertilization in certain cases became apparent. This inexplicable phenomenon was certainly the key reason that led to the reconsideration of the role of the spermatozoon. This was soon observed by the first promoters of the field themselves (Cohen et al. 1984) with a series of publications offering a variety of modifications to the newly developed in vitro techniques. These modifications ranged from improved methods for selecting the spermatozoa through different ways to obtain a fraction enriched and capacitated (Mahadevan 1981, Mahadevan & Baker 1984).

More naive approaches attempted to increase the concentration, enhance the time of exposure or even reduce the volume of the insemination medium, leading to the abandonment of the tube in favor of the more ‘transparent’ petri dish, where a trained eye would be able to judge the adequate number of spermatozoa added to the pool of oocytes to grant higher fertilization. This approach envisioned the interaction of the gametes like an electron quantum experiment, as if a higher number of sperm in a small volume in which all the oocytes were pooled together would somehow push one spermatozoon through the zona and grant fertilization.

The development

The 1980s ushered in a fervid attempt to radically re-approach the interaction between the two complementary gametes. These attempts ranged from
developing methods to soften the zona pellucida (Kiessling et al. 1988), creating an actual hole into the zona using an acid Tyrode’s solution (Gordon et al. 1988) or inducing a breach in the zona by making a crack or a slit in it (Cohen et al. 1988). Unfortunately, these procedures either failed to promote fertilization or created a very high number of polyspermic zygotes. These undesirable outcomes eventually led to the mixed insemination of oocytes, where some were treated in the standard in vitro fashion while others were somehow micromanipulated (Tucker et al. 1991). However, pregnancy outcomes resulting from the intrauterine transfer of embryos originating from different insemination methods were rendered inconsequential by the obvious difficulty of distinguishing the true benefits of one insemination method vs the other.

Further methods were cultivated, which opted to bypass the zona pellucida completely and insert the spermatozoon into the perivitelline space, referred to as subzonal injection (SUZI) (Fishel et al. 1990, Palermo et al. 1992a). Although this procedure was initially successful, it ultimately proved to be of limited usefulness in cases of severe male infertility, represented by impaired parameters and most importantly by dysfunctional gametes. In response, some investigators thought to bypass not only the zona pellucida but also the oolemma of the egg (Lanzendorf et al. 1988, Sathananthan et al. 1989, Ng et al. 1991). This initial work had inconsistent fertilization and unfortunately did not achieve any pregnancies. These efforts focused on treating male infertility carried out thus far led us to the development of ICSI. These endeavors were led by Gianpiero Palermo who has shared his personal recollection of the events that steered the development of intracytoplasmic sperm injection:

“I was introduced to IVF during the final year of my Obstetrics and Gynecology residency when I had the chance to apply for a grant from the University of Bari that brought me to the Brussels Free University. I immediately started a Master’s and Ph.D. program that gave me the basis I needed, under the appropriate mentorship, to carry on my own research project. I was told that the major hiccup of IVF was unexpected and complete fertilization failure, an unfortunate situation for couples looking to become pregnant. I immersed myself into the literature, thinking that the only way to be able to acquire as much knowledge as possible in the shortest amount of time was to devour the greatest number of publications available. The idea of working with a micromanipulator was very enticing to me, considering my inner inclination toward mechanical things. Indeed, the first manipulator I was exposed to was a Leica mechanical micromanipulator (Fig. 1), an unwieldy and coarse machine, which quickly prompted me to customize tools better adapted for the finesse of microinjection. It appeared to me from the work already in progress that the most successful procedure applied in the clinic was subzonal injection (SUZI). In fact, partial zona dissection (PZD) did not appeal to me because in spite of the use of microsurgery, the actual insemination occurred in the standard fashion (Malter & Cohen 1989).

I was intrigued by the sperm cell. Despite its tiny size and copious production, a single spermatozoon was as powerful as the egg itself, and as just like the egg, only one is required to initiate the development of life. After initially practicing on mouse and hamster eggs, I began my clinical work by injecting 3 into the perivitelline space (PVS) of the oocyte. To empower the sperm cell, I decided to expose them to an acrosome reaction enhancer, namely follicular fluid (Palermo et al. 1992a). The fertilization rate was satisfactory, at times 40%, in part because I opted to apply SUZI only to cases that had an adequate number of spermatozoa available for use. Unfortunately, when the procedure was applied to more severe male factor cases, fertilization rates decreased to approximately 5%, with considerable inconsistency. This work indicated that in declared male factor infertility cases, the spermatozoa are defective in their ability to capacitate and notably their small, or at times absent, acrosome is dysfunctional. Therefore, when the total number of sperm cells decreases, the chance of fertilization reduces accordingly. To further facilitate the interaction between the spermatozoa injected and the oocyte membrane, I created a dimple in the oolemma using the injection tool to form a ‘pocket’ where the sperm would then be released. While attempting this practice, I would occasionally and inadvertently pierce the membrane, allowing one spermatozoon to enter the ooplasm. I took note whenever this incident occurred and found that the oocyte almost always resulted in zygote formation. I stated to the technician working

Figure 1 The inception of ICSI – Brussels, Belgium (1989). A photograph of Dr Gianpiero Palermo and his first micromanipulator, a Leica mechanical micromanipulator, with which he initially began his research at the Brussels Free University in Belgium and led to the development of intracytoplasmic sperm injection.
with me at the time, Hubert Joris, ‘to leave a track in the history of medicine, we should obtain a pregnancy with intracytoplasmic sperm injection.’ Hubert candidly replied ‘we have it.’ Hubert recalled a case with a cohort of 12 oocytes injected by SUZI, in which a spermatozoon entered into the cytoplasm of an egg where the membrane had been breached during the procedure. I had placed a question mark next to the egg on my worksheet, convinced that it would degenerate. Instead, it was the only oocyte that fertilized, which gave rise to an embryo and resulted in the first human pregnancy with intracytoplasmic sperm injection.

I soon began attempting this intracytoplasmic injection in some oocytes within each cohort of a SUZI cycle, but found it difficult to insert the sperm inside without damaging the egg. Eventually, I reached the understanding that piercing the oolemma only after a deep invagination of the membrane toward the 9 o’clock position, would grant the egg survival post-injection, one of the core methodologies of ICSI today (Palermo et al. 1996a).

The other aspect that required clarification was whether any spermatozoon, independent of quality, was capable of fertilizing an egg. I read in publications available at the time on intracytoplasmic injection used in experimental animals that a spermatozoon, presenting as immotile or dead, was still capable of fertilizing an oocyte. I thought that if there was a difference between a viable yet immotile spermatozoon and a dead cell, the only way to distinguish it would be to actually strike a motile sperm cell with the glass pipette to render it immotile and compare it to a sperm that was initially immotile within the specimen. The former contender was the one that not only fertilized but yielded consistent fertilization, defining the current ICSI protocol as it is still carried out today (Palermo et al. 1996b).

From that time forward, every case treated by SUZI had a portion of oocytes injected by ICSI, and to my surprise I found that fertilization occurred consistently in the oocytes injected into the cytoplasm (Palermo et al. 1993). The replacement of these resulting embryos provided the four pregnancies described in the first ICSI report (Palermo et al. 1992b). I could not have fathomed at the time, the role that ICSI would have in the field of reproductive medicine, nor that such an apparently simple and straightforward process would have the ability to overcome so many vulnerabilities of the male gamete (Palermo et al. 2017).'

The implementation

Upon first report of a human birth from ICSI (Palermo et al. 1992b), the procedure steadily gained popularity in other European countries and from there have expanded globally. Throughout the 1990s, ICSI proved to be invaluable in assisting other procedures such as its application to the use of testicular and epididymal sperm (Schoysman et al. 1993, Tournaye et al. 1994), which quickly came to be used for the cryopreserved forms as well (Devoey et al. 1995, Podsiadly et al. 1996). ICSI additionally proved to be useful for the fertilization of previously cryopreserved oocytes (Porcu et al. 1997) due to zona pellucida hardening upon thaw, reducing genetic contamination for embryos destined to be tested for hereditary diseases by PGD (Sermon et al. 1999), and for in vitro matured oocytes as well (Cha et al. 2000). These advances made in reproductive medicine assisted by the capabilities of ICSI propelled the utilization of the technique to a greater percentage of cases than just those concerning pure male factor.

Over 60 countries worldwide utilize ICSI as the preferred method of ART, ranging in prevalence from 55% of oocyte retrieval cycles in Asia to nearly 100% of cycles in the Middle East (Dyer et al. 2016). Initially, the indication for ICSI was simply a male factor infertility, which inhibited the spermatozoon from normally entering and fertilizing an oocyte due to either a low number of spermatozoa available, impaired motility or an abnormal morphology. However, indications for the utilization of ICSI (Fig. 2) (Pereira & Palermo 2018) have expanded to accommodate the effects of other reproductive techniques such as the insemination of previously cryopreserved and in vitro matured oocytes, due to zona hardening hindering sperm cells from entering by natural means (Beckers et al. 1999). Additionally, ICSI is typically performed in oocytes to generate embryos that will be tested for a genetic disease or ploidy status, by PGD and PGS respectively, in order to lower the chances of sperm DNA contamination that may affect test results (Harton et al. 2011). Further, to reduce the risk between HBV, HCV, and HIV-discordant couples, ICSI is often elected, as the utilization of a single spermatozoon for insemination in conjunction with removal of the seminal fluid during sperm processing drastically reduces the chance of viral transmission (Garido et al. 2004, Palermo et al. 2015, Wu & Ho 2015). Additional recommendations for treatment via ICSI, some of which may be contingent on the preferences of each individual center, are low oocyte yield and maturity, dysmorphic oocytes and previous poor fertilization with standard in vitro insemination. However, one of the most unique indications for ICSI that is undoubtedly exclusive to this method of ART is the use of surgically retrieved spermatozoa for couples in which the male partner has azoospermia.

To provide some context on ICSI outcome, we can browse worldwide clinical data generated from this procedure by referencing the most recent report by the International Committee for Monitoring Assisted Reproductive Technologies, which overall resulted in a 67.4% fertilization rate, 26.8% clinical pregnancy rate and 20% delivery rate in 2010 (Dyer et al. 2016).

To provide a more intimate reference frame, over the past two and a half decades, from September 1992
to June 2017, our center has performed 26,732 ICSI cycles using fresh ejaculated spermatozoa, resulting in a 75.2% fertilization rate and a clinical pregnancy rate of 41.5%. Frozen ejaculated samples were used in 3702 cycles, with a comparable fertilization of 75.9% and a clinical pregnancy of 36.8% (Table 1). Indeed, the use of fresh and cryopreserved spermatozoa that were surgically retrieved from either the epididymis or the testis, additionally resulted in acceptable clinical pregnancy rates (Fig. 3).

In some difficult cases, concerning fresh or cryopreserved samples, there is ample sperm available for injection; yet, no motile cells are identified even after the addition of pentoxifylline, often used in an attempt to elicit motility, thus verifying the viability of
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**Figure 2** ICSI indications. This figure delineates the varying male and non-male factor indications for intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) that have developed over the past 25 years of the technique’s existence. Indications for ICSI first began with straightforward male factor cases where the partner presented with various affections of the ejaculate specimen as listed in the figure. This insemination technique was additionally applied to more severe cases, in which a surgical retrieval of spermatozoa from the epididymis or testis was performed for the purpose of inseminating their partner’s oocytes. In many centers worldwide, the indications for ICSI utilization have grown to include non-male factor cases concerning various scenarios such as failed fertilization with standard in vitro insemination or low number of oocytes retrieved, as well as in the attempt to support the integrity of accompanying techniques such as PGD or PGS on the embryo.
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**Figure 3** Clinical pregnancy rate according to the type of azoospermia and whether specimens were utilized fresh or after cryopreservation. Fresh epididymal spermatozoa (MESA) yielded a higher fertilization rate than fresh testicular (TESE) ($\chi^2$, 2 x 2, 1 df; $P < 0.0001$). Similarly, frozen MESA spermatozoa demonstrated higher rates of fertilization than frozen TESE ($\chi^2$, 2 x 2, 1 df; $P = 0.001$). Additionally, fresh surgical samples were found to have higher fertilization rates compared to their frozen counterparts, regardless of whether they were obtained from the epididymis ($\chi^2$, 2 x 2, 1 df; $P = 0.0001$) or the testicle ($\chi^2$, 2 x 2, 1 df; $P = 0.04$).
a spermatozoon. In these difficult cases, an interesting perspective of ICSI performance concerns the embryo developmental competence following the utilization of motile, thus proven viable, vs the injection of immotile spermatozoa. Upon surveying the outcome associated with these spermatozoa, we noticed that the fertilization rate plummets significantly in ejaculated specimens from 75.6% with motile spermatozoa to 7.8% using immotile cells (P=0.0001); consequently, the clinical pregnancy and delivery rates are halved (Fig. 4). A similar scenario is observed with the utilization of motile cells originating from the testis vs the immotile counterpart (55.1% vs 17.3%, P=0.0001). However, the ensuing outcome is consequently significantly affected, resulting in lower clinical pregnancy and delivery/ongoing rates (P=0.0001) for cases where spermatozoa are identified and intact, but do not display any indication of viability (Fig. 5). Although the use of immotile spermatozoa results in a poorer clinical outcome than with a motile counterpart, in about 20% of our cases, irrespective of the specimen source, ICSI generates clinical pregnancies and live offspring for men that would not have a chance of fathering a child.

**A look forward**

ICSI today is not only successfully used in typical male factor cases as well as for males with azoospermia, but has been instrumental in promoting the utilization of techniques such as oocyte cryopreservation (Palermo et al. 2015). It is largely used for IVM cases where the hardness of the zona and the limited number of eggs benefit from a reliable and timed insemination method. This insemination method is additionally helpful in poor responders and in older women where very few oocytes are available (Palermo et al. 2015).

The confirmation of the nuclear maturity of an oocyte involves the removal of the cumulus, and as a result, ICSI is required due to the complete exposure of the zona pellucida. Many centers prefer to use ICSI in PGD and PGS cases to lower incidences of sample contamination and similarly, ICSI has also been proposed as a choice insemination method for HIV-discordant couples to reduce chances of viral transmission.

At our center in New York, we additionally opt for ICSI in all cases involving insemination of donor eggs and in cases using frozen/thawed spermatozoa. The reason being that the specimen quality can be unpredictably poor and the incidence of unexpected fertilization failure by using standard in vitro insemination would be very difficult to explain to a couple.

In our particular practice, ICSI is applied in about 80% of total ART cases, mostly due to our role as a tertiary referral center that has a close collaboration with reproductive urologists. With ICSI, we can treat almost all couples as long as there are viable spermatozoa available. However, limitations appear, as in all ART procedures, when considering maternal age and therefore an increase in aneuploidy of the inseminated oocytes. Techniques infusing donor cytoplasm and/or mitochondria into the oocyte are being proposed to correct this issue (Woods & Tilly 2015), and these cases will almost certainly utilize ICSI for the insemination procedure.

A more drastic limitation occurs in cases of spermatogenic arrest as there is no source of gametes available for use leaving in vitro spermatogenesis as the only treatment option for these couples to have their own genetic child. These procedures will also require ICSI as a method of choice for use to inject in vitro-derived sperm cells (Verheyen et al. 2017). Even more dire are the cases with Sertoli-cell-only syndrome (SCOS) and germ cell aplasia, which would only benefit from...
neogametogenesis for either male or female gametes (Nagamatsu & Hayashi 2017). While the utilization of embryonic stem cells for this method would not allow a couple to generate their own genetic child unless therapeutic cloning is used, recent advances with induced pluripotent stem cells (iPS cells) present a more appealing option in the attempt to generate genotyped gamete-like cells. This research has been embraced several years ago now by our own group and may be a reality in the near future (Palermo et al. 2002, Tsai et al. 2000). Therefore, couples with a complete absence of their own gametes may benefit from neogametogenesis to create germ cells for utilization with ICSI.

Considerations

With this brief dissertation, we hope to have provided the historical conditions that advocated for the development of a new technique to inseminate human oocytes, capable of utilizing a compromised male gamete. Several investigators had attempted to address the poor clinical outcome associated with impaired semen quality using a variety of insemination methods, but only a radical approach of depositing the sperm cell directly into the meat of the egg proved to be effective in bypassing a dysfunction of the male gamete in terms of kinetic characteristics, acrosome absence or dysmorphia, and even with a reduced soluble activating factor.

Indeed, during its development the technique required refinements that could only be interpreted through the performance of micro-manipulation of human gametes; the most important stipulation was the necessity for injection of the entire corpus of the spermatozoon and not solely the nucleus as was attempted in experimental animals.

Along with the understanding gained of material prerequisites to elicit human fertilization, ICSI required its own subtle attention to detail for a successful injection, which called upon the operator to recognize minute changes in the oocyte during the procedure that provided the signs indicative of the actual piercing of the zona pellucida and the significance of a defined injection funnel created by the pipette to grant the egg survival.

Due to the selection of an individual spermatozoon, ICSI has minimized the ramifications of classic semen parameters on reproductive ability and has additionally revealed nuances of the process of human fertilization, giving rise to the hypothesis of the paternal inheritance of the sperm centrosome and the inquiries into the importance of an oocyte activating factor (Swann 1990, Palermo et al. 1994, 1997, Parrington et al. 1996, Wolny et al. 1999, Hachem et al. 2017). Beyond low semen parameters, ICSI has also allowed even men with a complete absence of spermatozoa in the ejaculate to procreate using a more immature form of the gamete retrieved surgically from the epicenter of the male genital tract, the seminiferous tubule. Additionally, this unique insemination method has bolstered peripheral embryological protocols, giving relevance to oocyte in vitro maturation and routine use of oocyte cryopreservation.

In aggregate, this is a demonstration of the proficiency of human ingenuity within the medical field where even an inexperienced investigator, in the right settings and under appropriate guidance, is capable of offering a solution to a pressing issue, as the one presented by the lack of consistent fertilization occurring during standard in vitro insemination procedures, which prompted the development of ICSI.

The offering of new technologies, particularly in the field of human reproduction, is guided by the need of the patient or couple but should only be implemented with the support of appropriate counseling practices and the commitment toward the assurance of the safety of the offspring eventually generated, through monitoring of his or her health and developmental progress. Indeed, our team recently published a comprehensive review assessing the first follow up reports on children born from ICSI, ranging from neonates to young adults, over the past quarter of a century. These reports have described encouraging results, evidencing that ICSI children in consideration of singleton pregnancies, have physical and cognitive development comparable to that of their naturally conceived peers, as well as reassuring medical and reproductive health among the first cohorts of adolescents and young adults (Pereira et al. 2017). As the years progress, we expect to see further inquest into monitoring the reproductive abilities of the individuals generated through ICSI.

At its 40th birthday, in vitro fertilization represents a major milestone in reproductive medicine and has evolved to encompass many aspects of reproductive medicine unique to the female as well as the male. One of those aspects being the focus on treating male infertility, for which ICSI celebrates its own 25th birthday this year. Over the past quarter of a century, ICSI has granted the wish held by countless childless men, generating millions of children worldwide and presents today with an undeniable permanence and a future that appears promising.
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